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Corra Foundation – Q&A 

Questions/Comments from “Trusts and Foundations Fundraising: Building Capacity & 

Capability” workshop – 23rd March 2022 

 

1. Reserves – Has there been a shift in the thinking and/or attitudes of Trust and Foundations 

around the level of reserves that is acceptable for organisations to have? 

Attitudes vary greatly between trusts.  Some feel compelled to support charities with comparably 

low levels of reserve as they perceive them to be ‘more needy’.  Others feel more confident to fund 

organisations with a higher level of reserve. 

Trusts are all different.  They cannot and should not be grouped into one homogenous entity.  It’s 

therefore important that you do your research to establish each prospects’ position on reserves and 

how your charity meets their preferences.  

Personally / anecdotally, I’ve seen a slight shift, where more trusts and foundations want to see a 

healthy level of reserves that indicate the organisation is very much a going concern.  Covid-19 has 

shed light on the fragility of much in the world, charity income included.  It can be hard to argue 

against the value of the rainy day fund. 

Charity leaders are seeking to shore up their operations having witnessed first hand world events 

which eliminate streams of income overnight.  There’s a trend in the hospice sector for example 

towards maintaining a minimum of 12 months operating reserves.  Other charities are exploring the 

use of endowments to better manage reserve levels and potentially develop new income streams.  

As a fundraiser, it’s unlikely that you’ll have any control over the level of reserves or the reserves 

policy of your charity.  Don’t feel hamstrung or frustrated if trusts are using your level of reserves 

(whether they be ‘too high’ or ‘too low’) as a reason not to fund you 

Practical steps you can take: 

• Seek feedback from trusts you’re applying to (both successful and unsuccessful) and ask if 

your charity’s reserve level impacted decision making. 

• Look for patterns in feedback and share this information with your leaders 

• Ensure you have a robust and clear explanation of why your reserves are what they are and 

what your charity’s aims are regarding reserves. 

• Use plain English, not the jargonistic or complex explanations often reflected in the 

statements found in formal accounts/annual reports 

• If you reserves are high, consider setting up an endowment 

For more on the topic of reserves check out this post. 

https://larkowl.uk/commercial-fundraising/charities-and-profit-first/
https://larkowl.uk/trustees/the-right-level-of-charity-reserves/
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2. What are the best ways to optimise time when considering the capacity of colleagues 

whom you require the support of in completing funding applications/proposals. 

The more you can recycle / tailor an existing proposal, the more cost effective your fundraising will 

be (because your written and verbal ask will become stronger the more you practice them). 

Because you need to find several prospects in order to secure one gift, multiple and conflicting 

projects within an organisation have their obvious downsides, especially for charities relatively new 

to trust fundraising.  Securing one gift of £10,000 doesn’t take one application to one funder.  More 

likely, it’s: 

• Researching  c. 20 prospects to find 10 

• Preparing proposals for 10 prospects 

This represents several days work, so fundraisers (especially those new to it) should really focus their 

efforts on making multiple asks for the same / similar things. 

Fundraisers should be aware of the key people within an organisation that can help them to prepare 

applications.  Get to know key colleagues (especially those responsible for project delivery and 

finance) and ensure they understand the fundraising process and their role in it. 

Give them long lead-in times and clarity on the information you’ll need well in advance.  Artificially 

extend funding deadlines so you have ample space to gather what you need.  This will help you to 

avoid the last-minute scramble to submitting proposals at the eleventh hour (we’ve all been there 

and are no doubt keen to avoid it in the future!). 

 

3. What’s the best way to secure core costs? 

Most core costs can be presented as projects.  The easiest way to do this is to ask only for things 

which your organisation has to pay for on an ongoing basis.   

Don’t assume that these items are ‘boring’, ‘unsexy’ or ‘undeserving’.  It’s not for you to decide this. 

Look at the ultimate outcome relating to that area of expenditure (the ‘what’ rather than the ‘how’). 

For example, the ‘what’: 

Last year your charity enabled 400 disabled children to attend a specially designed playgroup which 

has fabulous equipment which they can use with ease and specially trained staff who are experienced 

in working with children who have multiple disabilities. 

400 children made progress physically and emotionally.  Their parents reported increased confidence 

in supporting their children at home. 

The ‘how’ is by paying a playgroup manager.   

Focus on the ‘what’ in your application.  

Seek to apply to trusts who will fund your day to day activities. 

Where being successful with an application is dependent on a new activity / project or service, 

ensure that your organisation has the capacity to take on something new (preferably before you 

apply).   
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Creating additional work can be a false economy, where you end up using your existing resources on 

something which isn’t part of your core service, overworking staff, under-serving your existing 

clientele and bloating your budget for future years.  Small and focused is better than large, 

unstrategic and unfundable.  

It is the role of the fundraiser to keep leaders aware of the situation very regularly, particularly 

where there is a gap between the charity’s shortfall and the likely level of income to be received 

through trusts and foundations.   

 

4. About those trusts that “do not accept unsolicited applications/requests for funding” How 

best to get their attention? 

If someone says they don’t want to be contacted, then it’s unlikely they’re a great prospect for your 

charity.  But it’s frustrating to see a particularly strong fit between the funding priorities of a ‘closed’ 

funder and the activities your charity delivers.  When they match, they match and it’s the instinct of 

a fundraiser to want to connect the two.  

It might be that the trust in question is simply overwhelmed by the volume of phone calls / emails 

and / or are run by volunteers who have other roles and responsibilities in their lives.  This is very 

different to ‘not wanting to be contacted’ by charities who can help them to achieve their purpose 

and their mission’. 

Where there is a strong fit, I’d advise making contact, even where a trust publicly discourages 

applications.  Include the following in an email or a short letter: 

a) Don’t ask.  Be clear that you’re not currently seeking funding from X trust and that you are 

aware of the trust’s publicly declared ‘closed’ status 

b) Explain the synergies between your two organisations.  

c) Use the language used by the trust/foundation in describing your shared aims. 

d) State that you’re available should the trustees ever wish to know more and that you’d love 

to have a conversation. Offer additional information, but don’t share anything at this stage.   

Keep it brief and respectful.  

Don’t forget to map the networks of your organisation’s trustees/directors and share notes/lists of 

the trustees of targeted trusts and foundations, there is a chance there are links and these could 

prove invaluable for forging a relationship.  

  

5. How long does it take a new trust fundraiser to learn and understand a charity’s work? 

Where experienced Trust and Foundations fundraisers are joining a new organisation, they should 

be given at least a month to gather enough knowledge, and to build the necessary internal 

relationships to start submitting funding applications/proposals.  

This will be longer of course for a fundraiser who is also new to the discipline of trusts and 

foundations.  Access to training and development (such as LarkOwl’s Trust the Process course!), plus 

support available in-house will impact on how quickly a new trust fundraiser is able to fund their 

feet. 

 

https://trust-the-process.teachery.co/sales
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They should be provided with adequate reading lists – e.g.  

• strategic documents 

• outcomes frameworks 

• reports and accounts 

• exemplar/large/significant applications/proposals the organization has written previously  

• adequate information on existing/recent/past funders/any warm prospects 

It should be acknowledged that there is often a 6-9 month turnaround on funding decisions, so it 

could be 7-10 months before any results are seen from the Trusts Fundraiser’s work.  Make sure 

your targets reflect any gaps in fundraising capacity in your charity prior to your new fundraiser 

arriving. 

 

6. How can I improve the quality of my applications?   

I’ve written before on this topic.  Check out this article for some specific guidance on creative writing 

for trusts and foundations and this one on online application forms.   

One of the best ways to improve your writing is through peer review.  You could engage a company 

like LarkOwl (!) on a consultancy basis to review your work, but a much better solution is to connect 

with colleagues from other organisations.  Facebook groups are a good place to start, especially 

Fundraising Chat and the Trust Fundraising Hub. 

I’d challenge you to host your own network – my mum (who before retirement was also a trust 

fundraiser) and I set up a small group many years ago in London, primarily for the purposes of 

reviewing each other’s applications but also for emotional and social support.   We met once a 

month for tea and cake.  There were only 4 – 5 of us but it was the perfect number for giving 

detailed feedback and for feeling like we weren’t alone. It was invaluable.   

 
  

7. How do you avoid being pulled into reacting to too many new / 'exciting' opportunities by 

senior managers or Trustees? 

Oh my word.  I HATE ‘new and exciting opportunities’ (There.  I said it.) 

Far too often ‘new and exciting’ is code for ‘distracting and untested’, where the outcome of 

‘awareness raising and ‘internal visibility’ is preferred over actual money raised.  

Ok, rant over.  Now here’s what you need to do. 

• Firstly, at the beginning of each financial year, map out (as best you can) the upcoming 12 

months. 

• Month by month, list the trusts you plan to apply to 

• Note down how much you plan to ask each trust for and the likelihood they’ll give 

• Do this with understanding about how much time you actually have to spend on trust 

fundraising, when you take into account all of the other commitment and responsibilities 

your role demands i.e. don’t overcommit yourself. 

 

 

https://larkowl.uk/trust-fundraising/productive-creative-writing-for-trust-fundraisers/
https://larkowl.uk/trust-fundraising/productive-creative-writing-for-trust-fundraisers/
https://larkowl.uk/trust-fundraising/trusts-foundation-and-online-application-forms/
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Use this plan as the basis for your annual objectives and KPI’s: 

• X applications over 12 months  

• X stewardship activities to Y funders  

• A target range of £100,000 - £150,000 (obviously use figures that are appropriate but I’d 

ALWAYS advise a range rather than a fixed figure, if you have to use financial targets at all.) 

This plan is your protection against “shiny object syndrome”.   

Without one, you have no rationale for saying no to anyone or anything.  Whilst a degree of 

flexibility is important, the reality that you’ll have to drop an important and planned activity is often 

the reality check that others need when it’s suggested to add something else to your plate. 

When considering what to drop, make sure you know the pros and cons of each activity, the likely 

return on investment (for the current year AND for future years), risks of ditching the thing you’d 

planned and where your skills set lies. 

Please, whatever you do, don’t agree to do ALL THE THINGS, requiring you to work outside of your 

contracted hours as standard (occasionally it’s necessary but only if you take the TOIL).   

You deserve a life and your charity deserves a fully functioning, rested and productive fundraiser.  

 

8. How to manage the highly reactive opportunities – e.g. where a trust pops up with new 

funding programme that needs application in 4-5 weeks 

As with the previous answer, look at your 12-month plan and consider the pros and cons of either 

eliminating a piece of work and / or shifting your workplan around to accommodate this new 

opportunity. 

Be realistic about the time it will take to prepare and submit the application.  A colleague of mine 

likes to ‘storyboard’ large funding bids so she can get a sense upfront of all of those moving parts, 

people and puzzle pieces which combine to make a great funding bid.  You could also use post-it 

notes to break down the likely tasks involved – a visual illustration can really help you to frame the 

enormity (or not?) of the work that lies ahead. 

Use your scoping exercise to make a recommendation as to whether you think it’s a) feasible and b) 

sensible. 

If you do decide to go for it, then look at your diary and plan your time carefully.  Build in extra 

‘sprint’ sessions (where you’re working at pace, perhaps doing a few longer days, but for a short 

period of time).  Look at the week /s immediately after the deadline and block out space for rest and 

recuperation. 

Communicate like a beast so that colleagues understand the process and their role in it.  Stretch the 

deadlines where you can to minimise the impact of the looming deadline.  

Working in this way can be fun.  It helps you to question your priorities and plan better in the future, 

but it’s not sustainable in the long term and as grateful as we all were for the Covid-19 emergency 

funds, I think most trust fundraisers are hoping for fewer of these types of programmes in the 

future. 
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9. Where the gift range of a trust or foundation is obvious, should I apply for the top amount 

or would my likelihood of success be higher if I asked for a smaller amount?  

First time around, I’d always go for a smaller amount.  Competition is high at the moment.  Demand 

is off the scale.  

Feel free to present your overall budget and explain how you’ll be raising the rest of the money, 

name other trusts and foundations to whom you’re applying and describe any match funding you’ve 

already achieved.  Most trusts like the confidence that they’re supporting something which is 

actually going to happen.  

This is especially important for large charities where some people might make assumptions about 

the difference a ‘small’ gift can make.  For example, when I worked at the National Trust, I used to 

apply to small, local trusts for projects based in their area, e.g.: 

“A gift of £500 will enable us to replace some storm damaged fencing along the coastpath in 

Sidmouth.” 

Feel free to not specify a gift amount and leave it open to their trustees, especially for a first ask, e.g. 

“A gift of any size will help us to provide complementary therapies to Breast Cancer patients in 

Cornwall.” 

 

10. I understand the need for a full-time fundraiser to aim for an allocation of 50 trusts and 

foundations with a mix of hot / warm and cold prospects.  How do you include cold 

prospects in this?  Is it those you’ve applied to / have decided to apply to?  Or all those 

you’re researching (which would make my allocation much higher than 50). 

Your allocation shouldn’t include those you are researching.  It should contain only qualified 

prospects, i.e. those whom you’ve decided are worth an application because you can identify more 

than one reason as to why that particular trust would want to fund you.  

Unqualified prospects sit outside of your allocation.  Don’t add trusts into your allocation until you 

have evidence to suggest that they could be a good prospect for your charity.  

It is good practice for all trust fundraisers to undertake regular research into new prospects, as you 

will always have a degree of ‘churn’ affecting your allocation.  

The amount of research you need to do will depend mostly upon the number of current donor 

relationships you’re managing and the level of stewardship / management these relationships 

require (generally speaking, these are your priority and you should never choose cold prospect 

research over stewardship of existing supporters) 

If you have a lot of donors and are reaching your fundraising target easily each year, then you won’t 

need to spend as much time on researching new prospects. 

For charities brand new to trust fundraising, you’ll likely have a long list of prospects and a very small 

allocation / portfolio of trusts.  As you work through your research and start to make applications, 

your allocation will slowly build.  

If you have a new project or service to fundraise for which is sufficiently different to the work your 

charity has previously done, you might find that you’re eligible to apply for funds which weren’t 
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previously an option for you.  If this is the case, ensure you increase your resources so that you’re 

not putting core income / existing donor relationships at risk.   

Whatever your situation, make sure you keep your allocation to a manageable size so that you’re 

able to do your job effectively and to a high standard.  

 

11. We know organisations can struggle with capacity to fundraise but at the same time don't 

have the money to employ a fundraiser. What can be done?  

Before I answer this, I want to be clear that I am a professional fundraiser, paid for my work and 

cannot speak directly from the experience of charity leaders who are spinning all the plates with 

limited budgets / resources. 

This is a tough situation and is the reality for many charities.  I think what happens (and I’m 

absolutely willing to be corrected) is that most people set up charities because of a personal 

experience and / or a prescient need for change.  Personal passion (and necessity?) leads the way 

above all rational expectations of the funding which is available.  

Some of these grassroots charities are the ones which enjoy the most funding success because the 

founder is explicit and vocal about the need for change.  The combination of inspiration and 

desperation results in a compelling case shouted loudly from the rooftops, and this approach so 

often trumps a quietly crafted written proposal.  

Without professional dedicated resource, you’re reliant on the kindness of volunteers and on limited 

time. Here are some ways to make the most of it: 

• Start to build your audience little and often on social media.   

• Start a newsletter as soon as you can.  

• Set up a website and make it easy for people to give.  

• Use free resources online to learn about trust fundraising and ringfence regular, 

uninterrupted time to chip away at the work – early results will give you confidence that this 

is right for your charity (and in time, you can work towards employing a professional to take 

this off your hands)  

• Be realistic about your outputs in the early years – try not to overcommit yourself. 

• Little and often, consistently should be your mantra. 

This is likely to be your life’s work, your mission and ultimately your legacy.  Despite this, don’t 

neglect yourself and your own needs at the expense of a wider purpose.  You cannot fill from an 

empty cup and those relying on you want you to be fit, well and happy as you strive for a better 

world.  Remember, little and often, consistently.  

 


